
Earthworks Construction Business for Sale Christchurch

Location:Christchurch
Asking: $2,250,000

Type:
Construction /
Services-Other

Contact:
Jeff Bracegirdle
021 546 569

nzbizbuysell.co.nz/117909

RE/MAX Partners
Licensed REAA 2008
Broker Ref: PAR11212

Opportunity of a lifetime awaits you.
Well established and financially successful earthworks business which has come onto the market for
sale for the first time in its twenty five (25) year history at a time that is likely to see demand from
government and the private sector, not only in respect of the expansion of the likes of planned
residential developments but also for an expected infrastructure response to address the increasing
urgency caused by recent weather events.

With a large range of well-maintained light and heavy machinery including the likes of numerous
trucks, excavators, loaders and so much more with a current market valuation exceeding $1.5 million
this is no small business opportunity when it comes to the business’ potential or indeed to a new
owner’s vision going forward to 2024 and onwards.

This business expands across and covers the wider Canterbury region and as such is involved in a wide
range of earthworks activities including, for instance, the likes of, site development, landscaping, land
development, land clearing, earthmoving, trenching, digging, demolition, driveways, clearing etc.
Consistent with such a wide range of plant and equipment is the business’ capability to generate
revenue from a range of differing activities as a result of its dedicated and loyal work force, some of
whom have been with the business for a long time.

Disclaimer: - Please note for confidentiality purposes, this business has been listed under the RE/MAX
PARTNERS office address. Further details on this business’ location will be provided on application. The
content of this advertisement must be read in the context of, and in conjunction with, the Information
Memorandum in order to avoid any possible misinterpretation or misunderstanding caused by
confidentiality considerations, advert space limitations and / or other limiting factors or generalizations
including use of generic images.

E-mail: - biz@business4me.co.nz or call 021-546-569 (but do it now!)

Enquire online at: nzbizbuysell.co.nz/117909
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